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It’s a strange phenomenon: As seafood has become expensive and endangered, more

fish cookbooks seem to be coming out. Maybe it’s because people want to make the most

of their increasingly limited choices. Or maybe authors want to memorialize dishes that

may soon be memories.
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The latest is an offering from Barton Seaver, a Washington, D.C., chef, TV host, and

sustainability advocate. “For Cod and Country’’ is Seaver’s first book, and it has a little

of that translated-from-restaurantese quality that one often sees in chefs’ first books.

Recipes evince a bias toward plating and presentation, and a certain disregard for the

number of pots you might have to go through on the way. Still, the book offers some

bold, thoughtful flavor constructions.

Salmon with minted cucumbers is an easy, subtle dish, although some might argue that

the fatty succulence suspended in salmon is underserved by poaching. Cucumbers make

a crisp foil; still, next time, I might roast the salmon for crisper skin and sweeter flesh.

Tilapia with lemon brown butter looks like many textbook fish entrees you’ve seen -

fillets sauteed until golden, served with a lustrous butter sauce. It’s delectable, but you

have to watch out. The fish wants a wide, generous pan so it’ll form a nice crust, while

the sauce wants to come together in a small, cozy pan. If you use one pan, as the recipe

suggests, be judicious with the heat and don’t let the sauce bubble away from you.
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Much more low-rent but every bit as good is

fried catfish coated with Ritz cracker crumbs,

served with tart buttermilk sauce. Ritz

crackers have more flavor than ordinary bread

crumbs, and a bit of cornmeal gives the crust

some grip and texture.

Billed as an appetizer, but really a meal in itself,

is crab and corn toast with fennel dice, corn

kernels, and claw meat married together with

no-holds-barred heavy cream.

I was slightly surprised by the technique

Seaver recommends in squid with green beans,

potatoes, and basil pesto. You blanch green

beans and potatoes separately (will someone

else wash up?), and then warm them under the broiler after you grill squid. Broiler, grill,

does it make so much of a difference? I don’t see why you couldn’t just broil the squid

atop the vegetables in the first place - they cook in a flash anyway - and save yourself a
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lot of fiddly work with grill tongs. Maybe I’m missing something.

For those of us who adore beer-steamed mussels, mussels with IPA and roasted garlic

holds few surprises. The roasted garlic gives the broth a mellow undertone, a touch

that’s welcome, if not altogether new.

Oddly enough, my favorite dish in this fish book was not a fish dish at all. It was a

broccoli rabe and potato gratin, which scored points equally on ease and innovation. The

potatoes get browned first, followed by a steam bath under cover with the broccoli rabe,

and then the whole thing gets a gilding under the broiler, with unexpectedly flavorful

results.

Although the recipes stand and fall on their own merit, the book contains one other truly

valuable resource: a thoughtful guide to sustainable fish, from Arctic char to wahoo. At a

time when the right fish to buy seems to change with every catch, it’s a boon to have an

expert’s opinion on what one can and can’t conscientiously eat.

I wouldn’t say Seaver’s book will supplant my go-to seafood books - particularly Jasper

White’s “The Summer Shack Cookbook,’’ a local favorite and instant classic. But for a

one-stop volume that’s mindful, nicely packaged, and reasonably well stocked with

sound ideas, a fish lover would be pleased.
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